Stand With We The People!
NO!! TO THE VAX PASSPORT!
1. Over 150k deaths from this injection along with severe side effects including
strokes, seizures, paralysis, and blood clots. These are under-reported by
hospitals. [VAERS are 10% of actual numbers at best].
2. People are being persuaded by propaganda & marketing via corporate media
[paid by Big Pharma] to take an un-scientifically tested shot.
3. Record censorship on Google, YouTube, Facebook: ‘fact checkers’ and news
media of thousands of doctors, nurses, virologists, & even former employees of
Pfizer and Moderna, all speaking out against the mRNA injection.
4. Dr. Kary Mullis inventor of the PCR test said the test does not detect infection.
Increasing the Cycle Threshold on the test to above 30 Cycles will produce at least
90% false positive covid cases. Former VP of Pfizer: Dr. Michael Yeadon said
severe adverse reactions & mass death from mRNA COVID injection is virtually
guaranteed!
5. Vaccines are a 60-plus billion dollar industry with no legal liability. Forced or
coerced vaccination is a form of rape that violates your bodily autonomy. Forcing
schoolchildren to be violated is an abomination.
6. Influenza did not just magically disappear. Most people with the flu and/or
pneumonia have been mis-diagnosed intentionally as COVID-19, in order to
fraudulently increase the number of cases and deaths.
7. The NIH, the FDA and the CDC are directly responsible for thousands of deaths
due to their opposition to a wide range of early treatments. Hundreds of studies
worldwide proved that early treatment with nutritional supplements such as Vitamin
C, D, zinc, Ivermectin, Hydroxychloroquine, and other safe and low cost treatments
could have saved countless lives.
8. The abuse of ventilators, Remdesivir and Midazolam killed tens of thousands of
people worldwide in hospitals.
9. People who had COVID-19 have stronger, more complete and more durable
immunity than what may be provided by the jabs.
10. The so called “vaccines” do NOT prevent infection / transmission of the virus.

THIS OUTLINES HOW YOU’VE BEEN LIED TO
ABOUT COVID-19 AND THE VAX
1. bitchute.com/video/bR5HF0hNzZvI/
Dr. Kary Mullis, Nobel Prize winner / inventor of PCR Test states “PCR does not tell you
are sick”. Inflated covid case numbers result in a ‘case-demic’.
2. bitchute.com/video/ilj1VKUXsELw/
The Smith-Mundt Modernization Act of 2012 – Media Lies become normalized and
legal.

3. AFLDS.org [AmericasFrontLineDoctors.org]
 Providing Americans with science-based facts about COVID-19.
 Protecting physician independence from government overreach.
 Combating the pandemic using evidence-based approaches without compromising
Constitutional freedoms.
4. TheAwakeningTruth.com
An independent non-profit alliance of doctors.
5. StandForFreedomNow.org
“We are dedicated to exposing the truth about the covid-19 situation”.
6. TheGatewayPundit.com/
“…established for readers tired of limited options and a politicized establishment
media”.
7. StopWorldControl.com
Humanity’s leading voices in the fields of science, healthcare and journalism risk
everything to inform you about what’s truly happening in the world today.
8.

bitchute.com/video/erw4yOfjCzT4/

Inventor of mRNA Vaccine Dr Robert Malone warns about the risks of experimental vaccines
VAERS Reports are up to 15,000+ Deaths in the U.S. and 100,000+ hospitalizations from the
covid-19 injection. It is commonly thought these numbers are only 10% at best of actual
numbers, due to lack of reporting.

